of Radcliffe is so strong that we don't want to participate of it, and if we don't participate of it, we aren't responsible, we guess it's their own fault.

Gag Man Wary Personality

Gag rules or censorship, which are rules designed to make the women of Radcliffe shy and reserved is a moot question. That Tech men attribute to women, that once they've got advanced state of repression, that they are afraid of what they might do or simply, the girls are afraid of getting themselves cast, being quizzed, being brought before the administration and having to explain themselves. That Tech men, I guess, are still trying to understand that women are human beings, that they have minds, and that they are entitled to some of the freedoms of expression other people have.

Trackmen Set New Mile Mark

In B. A. A. Meet

Team Clips Second

From Previous Time;

Wins Initial Race

Shaking a second off the old record, Tech's mile relay team set a new AIAA relay mark in its first outing at the Boston Knights of Columbus Athletic Association meet at the Boston Garden last Saturday. Captains Joel Jacobs, Walt Wagner, Doug Vita, and Hal Ingram ran around the Garden lane in the record-breaking time of 3:28.8, as they defeated George-town, Holy Cross, and Colgate.

The mile relay team's 3:28.8 was set in the 1941 Millrose Games. A sticking point of the Tech is the restriction to be presented on these events.
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Disapproves of Communism

"Let me make it clear that I do not mean to say that they are so simple that their record is not good. Its current practices are subversive to our demo-

Activities Will Broadcast

Announcements in Walker Memorial Hall.

Releasing Monday, February 16, 1948, activities publicize the coming events by announcing them on the Walker Memorial Hall. Four one-minute broadband announcements will be made over the two-hour lunch period. Material to be present will be announced on these broadcasts should be brought to the Walker Memorial Committee office any time during the day. A charge of fifty cents will be made for acceptance of the material.
INTER-CITY CORRESPONDENCE

Pursuit of the local press for the past several weeks has shown that several public officials have appealed to Doctor Compton for advice and information. George H. Rockwell, the State Fuel Coordinator, asked for information on how to purchase for the benefit of the people of Massachusetts. M. F. Forste of Boston requested advice on how to remove the great quantity of snow in Boston.

The good Doctor's reply to Mr. Rockwell also appears in a letter from Doctor Compton. He recommends the following measures: 1) that the fuel purchased by Massachusetts, on the basis of the advice of Dr. Compton, be divided among the various towns and cities of the state; 2) that the fuel be distributed in such a way as to meet the needs of all the people of Massachusetts; 3) that the fuel be used for the benefit of all the people of Massachusetts.
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Friday, February 13, 1948

THE TECH

Sextet Splits 4 Games As Playoff Hopes Fade

Brown, Colby Win; Beat N.H., Devens

On February 9, 10 and 11, 1st Tech hockey team beat Devens 2-0, lost to Colby 3-0, and New Hamp- shire 4-3, and was tousured by Brown 1-0 in last game. The home games were played with New England League teams, but the two wins and one loss to strengthed the playoff hopes, while the single loss practically necessitated a  grupl sweep of the remaining league teams before March 1. The Devens game was a thriller that wasn't decided until Gerry Wallsworth scored the winning goal, his third of the game, in the last period. The game marked the final appearance of Co-Captain Jack Clifford, who displayed his usual excellent defensive skills. Wallsworth, Len and Thompson led the attack by scoring in each of the last periods against.

Force Attack

Owing into the second period on the short end of a 2-4 score the Beavers forced the attack repeatedly until Tufts and Lea tied the game late in the period. All the start of the Tech attack the Beavers scored and Len hit his seventeenth league goal on a forehead shot off a pass from Thompson to put Tech ahead 2-3. Late in the period New Hampshire tied it up, but Wallsworth slapped in a Thompson rebound for the winning goal.

Len Leads League

Captain Ed Thompson seems to have regained his old playmaking form that brought him league honors last year, although he has been hampered all year by recurrent arm injuries. His eight points in the three league games brought his total to seventeen in six games played, an amazing record. Len's seventeenth goal in only two league games is leading the league as points. The graduation of Seifert, Clifford, Willard and Seifert has left the team in the unique position of having only one set of defensemen and has forced Coach Carter to use the three men. Carl, Len and Thompson at defense, which has been little help to the attack.
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TOP OF THE DECK RECORD!

It's MONICA LEWIS' top Decca recording
..."The Gentleman Is a Dope"

HER MONIKER is Monica (Lewis, that is)...and she
has one swell set of pitch pipes.
When it comes to cigarettes — well, let Monica sing it:
"Camels are my choice — they suit me to a T."
"Millions of smokers agree with you, Monica. That's
why more people are smoking Camel's than ever before!
Try Camel! Discover for yourself why, with smokers
who have tried and compared, Camel's are the
"choice of experience!"

AND HERE'S ANOTHER TOP RECORD —
More people are smoking CAMELS
than ever before!

CAMELS are the choice of experience with me!

If it's MONICA LEWIS, you'll love it...

HER NAME IS MONICA LEWIS, THE TOP DECCA RECORDING..."THE GENTLEMAN IS A Dope..."